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Key Difference – Yammer Slack vs Hipchat
Yammer, Slack, and Hipchat are collaboration platforms that allow team
communication. Many companies are struggling to make a decision on which of
the above is the best collaboration platform. The key difference between Yammer
Slack and Hipchat is their collaboration platforms and how they work. The features
provided by each platform are also different. Slack is mainly used by startups and
other companies that are established. It is easy to use and able to integrate with
other services. Hipchat also comes with many followers, with some new features
that are on the way to compete with slack. You have to also consider yammer that
has deep connections with Office 365. There are other players but these three are
the best at the moment.

Yammer – Features and Specifications
Microsoft can be easily said to be the hub of office productivity. Yammer ties with
Microsoft Office 365 which is gaining popularity due to software as a service
model that supports many platforms. Yammer is good to use if you require deep
integration with office software and solutions.

Yammer also comes with an interface that is similar to social networks. It can turn
out to be a comfortable transition for a wide collaboration with the enterprise.

Slack – Features and Specifications
The growth of Slack has been exponential. It was launched in 2013 and has over a
million users. More than 30 percent of the customer base of Slack consists of
paying customers. Each person is paying over 6 US dollars for the platform’s

advanced features. The company is also expected to launch an enterprise edition in
the near feature. Slack is simple and is executed well. This makes Slack strong
when compared to its competitors. It is also a giant chat room at the same time,
which makes it even better. It also has the Slackbot commentary, the ability to
integrate workflow, the ability to customize rooms, with may cloud service out
there today.

Hipchat – Features and Specifications
Another big player on this playing field is hip chat. Hip chat also comes with lots
of interesting features. While Slack tries to be cool and clever, Hipchat is focused
on providing a focused environment to get the job done. Hipchat comes with
specific improvements like how images and links perform and making necessary
tweaks to keep up with the heavily hyped Slack. The company has ramped up
many features to continue to battle with Slack. Hip chat is a formidable foe to
Slack.

What is the Difference Between Yammer Slack and
Hipchat?
Yammer Slack and Hipchat
Description
Yammer A collaboration platform that can be used on standalone or integrated into Office 365
Slack

Web based platform that supports team communication

Hipchat Team collaboration tool that focuses on online communication
Developer
Yammer Yammer, Microsoft
Slack

Slack Technologies

Hipchat Atlassian
Release
Yammer 2008
Slack

2013

Hipchat 2010
License
Yammer Commercial SaaS
Slack

SaaS

Hipchat Commercial SaaS
OS
Yammer Windows
Slack

All

Hipchat Linux
Mobile Apps
Yammer Android, iOS, Windows
Slack

Android, iOS

Hipchat Android, iOS
Authentication Mechanism
Yammer Password, SAML, LDAP, Active Directory

Slack

Password, Okta

Hipchat Password, Active Directory, LDAP
Project Wiki
Yammer Yes
Slack

No

Hipchat No
Notifications
Yammer SMS, Instant messaging, Email
Slack

Desktop push, Mobile push, Email

Hipchat Desktop push, Mobile push, Email, SMS
Discussion Forum
Yammer Yes
Slack

Yes

Hipchat No
Audio Conferencing
Yammer No
Slack

Yes

Hipchat Yes
Video Conferencing
Yammer No
Slack

Yes

Hipchat Yes
Screen Sharing
Yammer No
Slack Yes
Hipchat Yes
File Versioning
Yammer Yes
Slack

No

Hipchat No

Summary – Yammer vs Slack vs Hipchat
As explained above, the difference between Yammer Slack and Hipchat is in their
features. It can be exciting to see the battle between the three platforms. It is also
great to be in the market with a collaboration software. A lot of development work
can be expected to be done by the development teams of each platform.
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